ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
IN CUSTOMER EXPERIENCE
Customer experience experts reveal how artificial intelligence is transforming today’s customer experiences
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Businesses in today’s economy find themselves swamped

Customers are constantly signaling their intentions

CX Network highlights the implementation progress

by mountains of contextual information and data points:

and perspectives. These customer-brand interactions

and observations made by 155 customer experience

present organizations with rich data opportunities

(CX) professionals exploring and experimenting with

to lock in customer loyalty, expand share of wallet

the potential of ML and AI. Through the analysis of

and even rescue customers from churning. However,

these trends, this guide offers CX practitioners practical

the sheer volume of data obtained from heightened

tips for unlocking a competitive edge by empowering

customer interactions can make it impossible for

customer experiences with AI.
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businesses to capitalize manually on the signals made
by entire customer bases.
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To utilize the masses of data available, organizations are
looking to the processing power of artificial intelligence
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with entire customer bases in innovative and hyperpersonalized ways, but they can also reduce cost-tointelligent automation.
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Thanks to a few stubborn barriers, however, many
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companies are struggling to reach the full potential of
these technologies. Aside from the high price points
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attached to AI systems, the overwhelming majority of
that are scattered in pockets throughout the business.
This creates complications as AI and ML technologies
thrive best when unleashed on unified and structured
datasets with stable data governance processes.
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Research for CX Network’s third annual Artificial Intelligence in Customer Experience report launched in July 2020 and closed in early September. An overview of the survey results
including seniority, company size, industry, geography and budget from 155 customer experience experts are highlighted here.
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What is the status of your organization’s data infrastructure?

The powerful and broad range of AI use cases in CX
are enough to entice many into embarking on an
AI implementation journey. However, the high price

13%

We can’t access or have limited access to customer data

points attached to most AI systems coupled with the

11%

complications caused by stubborn legacy systems and
fragmented datasets can intimidate some CX practitioners

Data is siloed by channel or business function

13%

Data sets don’t tie together into a unified view of the customer

and greatly threaten their success if not navigated correctly.

Data is accessible and unified from most sources, but we don’t
use it to drive customer experience
Data is accessible and unified from most sources, but we only

Similar to last year, around 50 per cent of the research base

26%

is yet to roll out AL/ML and still only a minority have reached

use it for a limited amount to drive customer experience

a high level of AI maturity. However, it would be wrong to

We don’t have any customer data challenges, because unified

24%

customer data is core to our business

assume those earlier in their journeys are laggards. Some
prefer to adopt a considered and cautious approach to

13%

embedding technologies into their business. Innovation for
innovation’s sake is rarely a wise methodology, especially
with expensive investments. It appears many organizations

Where are you on the AI/ML implementation journey?

are taking a detailed pre-deployment approach for their
AI-enhanced customer journey design.

10%
Aside from the established group, which claims to have no

The beginning/planning phase
Sourcing vendor information
Pre-deployment

33%

15%

major data challenges, every other implementation stage
contains individuals that admit data fragmentation haunts

Early implementation

their brands. This is understandable as it is not mandatory

Established

to achieve end-to-end data architecture perfection

We have no immediate plans but we are interested in

before implementing ML or AI technologies. Businesses

9%

understanding more

2%

We have no plans to start at all

21%

can start small and focus on segments of their database

10%

that are robust enough to support AI projects. However, a
continuous improvement mindset with data architecture
is necessary to safeguard the future success of AI and
ML projects.
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The planning/research phase

Most popular data infrastructure category:
Data is accessible and unified from most sources, but a very limited CX application.

Brands in this stage will be assessing whether their business

KV Dipu, CX head of Bajaj Allianz General Insurance

model actually needs AI and exploring the problems AI

Company, advises: “Let the use case drive the adoption

could solve. Data audits will reveal the areas where AI is

of technology rather than have it the other way round.

most applicable and any gaps that may need addressing.

Please don’t put the cart before the horse. Pick the

“Let the use case drive the
adoption of technology rather
than have it the other way round.
Please don’t put the cart before
the horse. Pick the area where
customer friction is the highest
and the difficulty of technology
deployment is the lowest.”

area where customer friction is the highest and the
difficulty of technology deployment is the lowest.”

KV Dipu,
CX head of Bajaj Allianz General
Insurance Company

Tips for advancing to the next implementation stage
Andy Baxendale, advanced technology strategist at Oracle
Start with your business strategy: AI is disruptive,

Identify where the gaps are in your business. What mix

so having a clear idea of the business needs will

of skills will be required to implement the AI strategy?

drive the question of what AI capabilities and

Don’t underestimate your status: CX practitioners are

resources are required.

probably more prepared for ML than they think. Due

Avoid the hype and speak with experts across AI; data

to the high maturity of automation and insight related

science and business to align expectations.

projects backed by leadership support over many years,

Speak to analysts, find out who the leaders are

the same data that was required for all these will stand

across both pre-built solutions and who also has an AI

you in good stead for your first few machine learning

platform. This will lead to quick wins and also support

based projects.

long term goals.
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instant AI or ML solutions, remember one size fits all
technologies and algorithms often only have limited
benefits. She adds: “If a brand is not planning to invest

Most popular data infrastructure category:

in an internal team that specializes in AI and ML, the

Data is accessible and unified from most

application of AI and ML needs to be selected carefully

Tips for advancing to the next
implementation stage:

sources, but a very limited CX application –

and tested thoroughly on the front-end to ensure that

Andy Baxendale, advanced technology

data silos – remain present

the algorithms work as expected.”

strategist at Oracle

For any brand interested in developing an internal AI
Professionals in this category will be shopping to see

team, Shin highlights the steep learning curve ahead.

which providers are a good fit for their business needs.
“The initial investment needs to take into account
Jennifer Shin, data science and analytics professor

the time, resources, and cost required to set-up data

at New York University (NYU), notes that while it may

pipelines (all before any algorithms can even be

be tempting to believe third party options can deliver

developed),” Shin remarks.

The AI strategy needs to be driven from the top,
so a CEO focus is key.
Align with the business strategy. With a welldefined strategy you will have a clear understanding
of your needs, and as such what software tools,
people and products will meet these needs.
Support the AI Strategy with a strong data
strategy. Poor data = poor results. It is thought
that 90 per cent of the world’s data was created
in the last 10 years. Identify the business critical
data; focus on the data that has the highest
value to the business, and ignore the surrounding
data. This is a key ingredient for successful CX.
Aim for a master data set with high degree of
accuracy to drive your AI engine. A single source
of the data makes managing the data simpler.
Avoid getting bogged down with the technology,
ensure business is driven by strategy and vision. If
your core business is not in advanced technologies
such as AI, then focus on your core strengths and
find a vendor who will work as a partner with you.
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Pre-deployment

Most popular data infrastructure category:

Tips for advancing to the next implementation stage:

Data is accessible and unified from most

Andy Baxendale, advanced technology strategist at Oracle

sources, but a very limited CX application

This stage involves constructing the right support
structure ahead of pilot roll outs. Any data gaps
identified in the planning phases are addressed.
Practitioners must clearly define how the selected
technology will solve the business need and the actual
look and feel of the desired workflow model. Is there an
opportunity for human intervention where necessary?
It is important to ensure stakeholder expectations are
realistic. Mihai Chiru-Danzer, chief executive officer of
OneShare Health, notes that cultures encountering AI
and ML should be rooted in continuous improvement
instead of falling into a launch and forget mindset.
Chiru-Danzer adds that in this way, businesses “know
when they have stagnated and need to adopt new
approaches or even new technology”.
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Think big! Have a clear roadmap of your AI journey;

Focus early projects on big problems. While it is easy to

what are the long term goals, the key points on the

go for quick wins, does the reward of these match the

journey and how will you measure and define success?

risk entailed?

Does your data strategy match your short and long

Keep an agile mindset. Not all of your AI experiments

term goals? Having a clear long term strategic goal for

will be successful. When you do deploy, do so with care

AI means you won’t lose sight of your end goals.

initially until you are confident of the results, then if
successful look to scale-up.

Implementation journey
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Early implementation

Most popular data infrastructure category:
Datasets don’t tie together and some noted
it is unified from most sources, but with very
limited CX application

Tips for advancing to the next
implementation stage
Andy Baxendale, advanced technology
strategist at Oracle
Win fast or fail fast, if something is not working,

Pilot projects are active in this stage, so clear success

identify why and move on.

metrics are vital to measure traction. Although data

Ensure organizational changes, training, etc. are

perfection is not necessary, high data quality practices

aligned to support the implementation stages.

and continuous improvement certainly are. Michelle

Take the approach of

Huenink, director of customer service and Melinda
Ritchie, business program manager at Microsoft, both

Crawl: Start small, test often, don’t be scared

agree that data scrubbing is crucial to the success and

of failure, but celebrate your successes

reliability of sophisticated analytics systems like AI. The
rule is that if the data going into AI systems is of a bad

Walk: Learn from early implementations,

quality then the output of the systems will be of the

continue to review and refine early projects

same quality.
Run: You should now have a clear program in
place, resources for multiple projects and be
using a data and data science platforms for
managing the projects at scale

Soar: With strong foundations and an AI
mindset across the company you should be a
leader in your industry
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Established

Most popular data infrastructure category: No
data challenges

AI will be threading through to certain customer journey
touchpoints. Brands at this stage will have learnt from
any implementation mistakes and may be assessing new
areas to apply AI into the customer experience.

Tips for advancing to the next
implementation stage
Andy Baxendale, advanced technology
strategist at Oracle

“If you really have no plans you can guarantee that the majority
of your competitors will. A poll by Accenture showed 75 per cent of
executives believe they will go out of business in the next 5 years if they
don’t scale AI.”

A data-first mindset across the enterprise will

Andy Baxendale,

support scaling.

advanced technology strategist at Oracle

Don’t lose sight of the basics, go back and assess
if the KPI’s are in line with expectations.
Break-down silos. AI is disruptive by nature and
will transform the way we work, including crossfunction reporting.
Democratize AI. No one person has all the ideas,
and multi-disciplined teams will bring the right skills.

To the 10 per cent of the research base that admitted
they have no plans to start working with AI at all
Baxendale reminds: “If you really have no plans you can
guarantee that the majority of your competitors will.
A poll by Accenture showed 75 per cent of executives
believe they will go out of business in the next 5 years if
they don’t scale AI.”
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The remaining sections of this report
will explore the opportunities and
improvement areas available for
brands on the implementation journey.

Challenges
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What are your biggest AI and ML implementation challenges? *

There are four key challenges standing out as common
hurdles that threaten AI implementation journeys, with

40% 40%

Building an internal culture

more than a third of the surveyed businesses facing

40%

Competing priorities

these challenges.

32%

Getting maximum value from investments

27% 27%

Respondents (%)

Linking initiatives to ROI
Recruiting the right people
Gaining senior management buy-in
Rapid changes in technology
Assigning internal responsibility

None of these topics are unknown to CX professionals:
competing priorities, culture and return on investment

23% 22%

(ROI) were all flagged as the top CX challenges in the

16%
13%

11%

Improving chatbot conversations
Lack of suitable vendors

3%

Other

2020 Global state of customer experience report.

Maximizing returns and building productive
business cultures

0%
*Participants could select multiple answers

Top challenges by implementation stage

As with all CX investments, AI has to compete against
other business priorities. Usually, as resources are limited,
approval is dictated by which project will bring more
returns. Interestingly, as seen in the 2020 Global state of
customer experience report, our research respondents
saw the challenges of linking ROI to AI CX initiatives
and gaining stakeholder buy-in shrink in significance.

The beginning/planning phase:

Vendor research: Getting maximum

Pre-deployment: Recruiting the right

Senior buy-in and linking ROI to CX

value from investments and building the

people and competing priorities

initiatives

right internal culture

We could assume there is a correlation between these
elements as when CX practitioners become more
proficient in identifying returns from CX initiatives they
are more equipped to obtain buy-in.
It appears practitioners are improving at spotting the
CX benefits of AI systems, although, struggles remain in

Early implementation: Max value

Established: Internal culture

from investments and building the right

and getting maximum value from

internal culture

investments

Artificial intelligence in customer experience

maximizing the returns seen from AI systems.
Some of the respondents are overcoming this

Challenges
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Life after pilot

challenge by building a group of cross-departmental

up for grabs. Our research respondents are achieving this

professionals to drive the success of AI investments

by using customer success metrics that are clearly linked

and mobilize the business at large. Without the

to business financial goals. This is wise as it is important

To help the AI system fulfil its maximum potential in the

alignment and support of the end-to-end business, AI

to select metrics that boards and senior stakeholders will

face of other corporate distractions shouting for staff

in CX projects are likely to fail or never reach their full

respect (uplift in sales, greater revenue per customer, cost

attention, CX practitioners may have to fight to prevent

potential. This lack of alignment occurs when legacy

reduction or lower cost to serve).

a “launch and forget” approach from taking hold in the
company culture.

corporate thinking is not rooted in transformation in the
name of customer-centricity. Colleagues fail to identify

Conversely, practitioners should be careful not to

the critical importance of CX as change leaders fight

overpromise. Realistic expectations should be set with

Tracking the trajectory of the AI in CX project with

to help the business to evolve and unlock significantly

these metrics, this will minimize the chances of brands

success metrics will optimize the reality of the rollout by

more value for customers.

being blinded by the excitement of using AI only to be

illuminating areas for improvement, identifying successes

disappointed later on.

to celebrate and supporting the project’s momentum

Cultural alignment can be encouraged by highlighting the

to sustain life-after pilot when the initial interest and

reasons behind the AI project and the business benefits

novelty has waned.
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How are you applying AI/ML to upgrade customer experiences?*

50%

48%

Chatbots/virtual assistants
Empowering self-service

36%

Understanding customers better and faster
Enhancing up-sell and cross-sell opportunities
Sentiment analytics
Improving agent performance with recommendations
Churn prevention
Personalizing marketing messages at scale

Respondents (%)

Mapping, mining and improving customer journeys

29%
26%

25%
21%

20%

18%
13%

Service recovery
Helping agents build emotional rapport with customers

13%

12%

9%

9%

Personalizing webpage layout at scale
Sorting inbound contact call routing
0%
*Participants could select multiple answers

Top opportunities by implementation stage

The beginning/

Vendor research:

Pre-deployment:

planning phase:

Empowering self-service

Cross-sell and up-sell, Chatbots

Chatbots and virtual assistants

Artificial intelligence in customer experience

and virtual assistants

Early implementation:

Established:

Chatbots and virtual assistants

Chatbots and virtual assistants,
customer journey mapping

Opportunities
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Looking at how these practitioners are applying AI to

Virtual Stylist are integral to that evolution at LS&Co.

group is keen to use AI to sharpen cross-sell and

improve experiences, chatbots and self-service have

“No matter where the consumer chooses to shop,

up-sell practices.

risen to the top spot, beating of last year’s leading AI

we want to give them a personalized experience that

priority – understanding customers. Almost 40 per cent

leverages our expertise in fit and style to address

AI empowered cross-selling or up-selling could be as

of our respondents said that more customers than ever

the biggest challenge of finding the pair of perfect-

simple as having a system that connects personalized

are using self-service channels due to the disruptions

fitting jeans.”

topics with the right customers to make content or

caused by the Covid-19 pandemic.

communications more targeted:
However, when designed incorrectly, chatbots can

When implemented correctly, chatbots and virtual

become an expensive distraction for businesses and

assistants provide significant business benefits. They

greatly damage customer experiences at scale. This

Information about a customer’s previous

can rapidly respond to large volumes of customers

often occurs when these self-service models are

touchpoint with your company

simultaneously, which shrinks the strain on human

designed from a business-first perspective, usually

Abandoned cart items and suggestions of

agents and, in some cases, can reduce cost-to-serve

rooted in cost elimination and frequently attempt to

complementary products

levels by as much as 30 per cent, according to recent a

hide access to staffed contact channels. Self-service

A new born baby in their family

study by Deloitte. As chatbots can administer customer

models and chatbots of this design have a high chance

The latest show they binge-watched

care outside of standard business hours, they meet the

of creating new pain points. Incomplete solutions that

A previous purchase

24/7 availability many customers desire. Improvements

do not provide an option to connect with an agent if

Posts they have made on social media

in data architecture will allow for more intelligent

necessary can be a real headache for customers.

chatbots that are more likely to deliver loyalty winning
customer experiences.

It would be naïve to claim financial considerations
are not strong supporting arguments for self-service

Retail giant Levi’s has its own Virtual Stylist chatbot,

channels, but brands should root self-service project

accessible via mobile and desktop channels, which

drivers in meeting customer needs first with corporate

draws on the decades of training given to in-house

savings being a close second.

stylists. Reflecting on the implementation, Marc Rosen,
executive vice president and president of global

Cross-sell and up-sell

ecommerce at LS&Co, said: “We are on the leading
edge of a challenge that all retail companies face today

With industry studies indicating it is between five to 25

– how to create a seamless and personalized shopping

times more expensive to acquire a new customer than it

experience for consumers, and technologies like our

is to retain an existing one, it is logical that our research

Artificial intelligence in customer experience
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Poor data management will blur the visibility an AI

standardizes its data and runs AI or ML to complete

AI-empowered customer journey mapping projects can

system has on purchasing behaviors and customer

designated tasks.

reveal points of friction, automation opportunities or

preferences. This information would reveal patterns in

touchpoints that are prime for personalization.

which customer segments are most likely to convert on a

Nuce explains: “Employees are needed to make

particular up-sell or which product bundling suggestions

decisions that AI or ML cannot. AI and ML can help

NYU’s Jennifer Shin notes that many brands overlook the

are best for a cross-sell. Sub-par visibility can cause

supply chains, store operations, merchandizing, product

value of empowering internal workflows with AI and ML.

cross- or up-sell attempts to be badly targeted – or

design, finance and sales teams make smarter decisions

She maintains that improving internal practices with AL

not capitalized upon at all – which is a direct loss to the

that have a real impact on customer experience. As AI

and ML will likely produce better results felt by the end

bottom line.

and ML go mainstream, these teams and functions will

customer, but with less risk than external projects.

need to collaborate more. Two areas of focus should
As brands improve their data hygiene, AI and ML

be the types of data these technologies are best at

Shin explains: “A customer-facing solution, such as a

technologies will be able to provide powerful up- and

processing and what still requires human context.”

chatbot, runs the risk of making customers dissatisfied
if the interaction requires taking numerous steps that

cross-sell recommendations that are more likely to convert.

Journey mapping and sentiment

ultimately do not lead to a solution.”

at not-for-profit standards organization GS1 US, reminds

AI presents an accessible way for brands to decode and

Companies are looking to sentiment analytics for a

us that humans are far from obsolete after a company

personalize customer journeys at scale. Findings from

richer picture of customer journeys.

Melanie Nuce, vice-president of corporate development
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The importance of sentiment analysis in customer care
Andy Baxendale, advanced technology strategist at Oracle

Behind every sentence, statement or signal there is a valuable message from your customer. Sentiment analysis gauges the mood of customers by analyzing communications. These can
range from direct interactions such as emails; digital assistant conversations; customer service calls; as well as indirect interactions such as social media posts and online reviews.

Benefits of sentiment analysis

Where to start with sentiment analysis?

classifying any neutral statements as false negatives or

In comparison to mechanisms like Net Promotor Scores which

Your starting point must be assessing how sentiment analysis can

positives and skewing results.

only provide visibility on customer perspectives at the point of

support your business strategy and objectives. From this clear

asking for feedback, sentiment analysis gives a much deeper

strategy you can identify what steps to take to support these

Data

understanding that allows brands to optimize customer journeys

goals and unlock customer care benefits like those noted above.

You will no doubt have heard the phrase ‘data is the new oil’
before. Like oil, the more you refine your data the better the

in real-time. Let’s take a quick look at some of the benefits of

How to classify sentiment

quality of the output. Having the right data is challenging so a

It is possible to use a lexicon based method for sentiment analysis

data strategy should be a key priority for AI projects. Practitioners

Better understanding of your customers

and the benefit is a small set of training data. However, this

should ensure they have the right data for the desired analysis

Real-time understanding of how customers feel about your

approach only works with the simplest of written communications.

and try to ensure no bias is present in the data. For example,

sentiment analysis:

brand allows you to address issues in the moment. If you can

ensure the data training the model is a good representation of

deal with a negative issue as a priority you have an opportunity

Tokenization with lexicon also has an inherent flaw in sentiment

to instantly change a customer’s perspective of your brand from

analysis, as one of the initial steps is to convert messaging to

negative, to positive.

lowercase, which would miss the signal of a customer ‘shouting’

Where to listen

in an email from their use of capital letters.

Given the wide variety of ways for customers to communicate

Personalized customer engagements

the communication normally seen in the channel of focus.

with companies, both directly and indirectly, brands will need to

Whether the customer is interacting with an agent or a digital

Machine learning is by far the best approach, with diverse

assistant, if the employee is able to modify their behavior

features allowing you to construct a classifier to identify the

to be more empathetic this will create a more personalized

sentiment within the customer communication. The benefit is

Context

experience and will typically make the customer feel better

this approach can be applied to any mode of communication.

Context is vital for understanding why the customer feels the

about the engagement.

Whether the customer sends emails, uses social media or calls

way they do. For example, if the customer is completing a

your contact center, machine learning models can be trained to

survey their sentiment is likely to differ from when they raise

understand what their sentiment is.

a support ticket. Machine learning is an intuitive tool for

Improve agent skills
Identifying patterns in when an agents’ actions trigger negative

identify which channels to prioritize efforts.

understanding sentiment context. For example, if the support

customer sentiments are useful insights to inform future training

Good, bad and unsure

ticket says “Room service was excellent but the food was

and potential process optimizations.

Aside from classifying customer responses as positive and

terrible” the machine learning can identify there is a positive

negative, one useful trick in sentiment analysis is to create a

response for one aspect, and a negative for another, that the

neutral classification. This way the model created will avoid

food is the reason for the bad sentiment and not the service.
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AI and ML technologies provide an impressive

and measured approach to AI implementation, which is

culture for AI to thrive and remain laser-focused on how

competitive advantage to companies over any peers

rational considering the high price points attached to

to maximize returns from AI investments. Also, as they

who are not exploring these untapped opportunities

these systems.

upgrade data practices and continue to overcome

at scale.

the challenges presented by the ever-growing masses
In order to enjoy the rewards promised by these

of data, more sophisticated power-moves will be

With only minor progress seen in implementation

technologies, practitioners must press on. Brands and

available for them to lock-in loyalty from customers and

journeys, it appears brands are taking a methodical

their CX teams should strive to build the necessary

prospects alike.

“If you really have no plans to use AI you can guarantee that the
majority of your competitors will. Recent research saw 75 per cent of
executives surveyed believe they will go out of business in the next
five years if they don’t scale AI.”
Andy Baxendale,
advanced technology strategist at Oracle
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- CX in Financial Services
• GUIDE
- Key CX Trends in APAC

SEP
• ONLINE CONFERENCE
- Customer Data, Insights
and Analytics
- CCW Asia Online
• RESEARCH REPORT
- Digital Customer Experience
• CX EXPERT PODCAST
- Mastering Omnichannel Models
• GUIDE
- Top CX Marketing Mistakes to Avoid

OCT

NOV
• ONLINE CONFERENCE
- Digital CX
- Cloud-based Contact Centers APAC
• RESEARCH REPORT
- Big Book of Customer Insight, Data
and Analytics
• CX EXPERT PODCAST
- CX Metrics
• GUIDE
- A Guide to Customer Acquisition

• EXPERT INSIGHTS EBOOK
- CX Predictions 2021
• CX EXPERT PODCAST
- Telecoms in CX
• GUIDE
- Key CX Trends in EMEA

• ONLINE CONFERENCE
- Global State of CX Day
- CCW Digital ANZ 2020
• RESEARCH REPORT
- Global State of CX
• CX EXPERT PODCAST
- AI in CX
• GUIDE
- CX in Travel and Hospitality

By joining our network you will receive expert
commentary, reports and resources developed by and
for experienced customer experience professionals and
industry insiders. With a growing membership and global
portfolio of events, CX Network ensures you keep your
finger on the pulse by delivering practical and strategic
advice to help you achieve your business goals.

Sign up for free today!
www.cxnetwork.com

Artificial intelligence in customer experience

• EXPERT INSIGHTS EBOOK
- CX Market Leaders in Retail
• CX EXPERT PODCAST
- Telecoms in CX
• GUIDE
- UX and UI in CX

• ONLINE CONFERENCE
- Contact Centers Middle East
• EXPERT INSIGHTS EBOOK
- AI in CX ebook
• CX EXPERT PODCAST
- Digital CX
• GUIDE
- Key CX Trends in NorAm

DEC

